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Dear Mr. President, Dear Members of the Convention, 
 
The Union of European Federalists (supranational U.E.F., chaired by Jo LEINEN, MEP) 
welcomes the initiative for the elaboration of an EU Charter of Fundamental Rights. Such 
a Charter will undoubtedly contribute to the transformation of the Union into a 
community of values. Europeans need to have a point of reference linked to a clear set 
of values, notably the protection of freedom and human dignity as supreme juridicial 
values. The notion of the human being belonging to a pluralistic, free and responsible 
community freely needs to be placed in the centre of the European project. 
 
Anchoring the fundamental rights at the top of a constitutional treaty or � better - of a Constitution the 
European Union will prove that its task is to serve the human being.  
The fundamental rights shall be at the core of the EU constitutional treaty and shall protect the individual 
from all abuses of power by the public authorities. The fundamental rights, explicitly guaranteed by the 
constitutional treaty, shall be implemented in the framework of the European Union�s juridicial order and 
shall be directly applicable legal provisions. All of the Union's institutions shall respect them. The 
fundamental rights shall be recognised in the whole Union and can be claimed at the European Court of 
Justice. Besides, the duties allowing the individual�s participation in community life shall also be laid 
down in the constitutional treaty.  
 
The fundamental rights must not only include the classical human rights but also social, ecological and 
cultural rights as well as new rights in connection with the information society. Furthermore, the 
U.E.F. demands that the European political rights should also include the right to elect the Members of 
the European Parliament and to determine the future �European Government�.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

./. 
 
Dear Members of the Convention, beyond this limited audition it will be up to you to open a broader 
public debate involving the European Parliament, the national and regional parliaments and the 
organisations of the civil society.  
 



 

 

By elaborating a Draft Charter of Fundamental Rights you are contributing to the realisation of a � no 
doubt - important step towards the constitutionalisation of the European Union. But this must not be an 
alternative to a European Constitution.  
 
It is because you are not only representing the governments of the Member states but also the elected 
members of the European Parliament and the national parliaments and because you are consulting the 
organisations of the civil society that the method for the elaboration of the Charter is truly innovative and 
represents a democratic move forward compared to the old diplomatic method of intergovernmental 
conferences. 
 
This is why the U.E.F. solemnly asks you to pursue your work on the fundamental rights which you will - 
as we hope - conclude successfully by elaborating the other elements of a European Constitution, 
notably the fundamental principles defining the political nature of the European Union, the distribution of 
competences between the Union, the Member states and the local and regional levels of government, the 
EU's institutional set-up and and the question of constitutional revision.  
 
Ladies and Gentlemen, this is the �list of concerns� that the Union of European Federalists addresses to the 
Convention. This is also the view that the U.E.F. will express in Nice on 7 December together with all 
citizens and their elected representatives who claim a Europe corresponding to the will of its citizens. That 
is to say a Europe based on fundamental rights, the principles of democracy, primacy of law, citizenship, 
solidarity, and subsidiarity.          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Declaration based on the resolutions by UEF�s Federal Committee on the Charter of fundamental rights 
(20-21 November 1999, 1-2 April 2000, sent to the members of the Convention) and the document �12 
main elements of a European Constitution (Preamble and chapter �fundamental rights� by UEF�s European 
Congress (Bonn, April 1999); 
 


